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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intens</th>
<th>Unpleas</th>
</tr>
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</tbody>
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### Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intens</th>
<th>Unpleas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hot</td>
<td>hot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Count

- **Not Locked In**
- **Locked In**

40 Ratings for PainReg-033-1 on 2010-Feb-26-14:12:35
40 Ratings for PainReg−104−1 on 2010−Mar−16−10:41:03
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40 Ratings for PainReg-119-1 on 2010-Feb-16-12:55:30
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Unpleas warm 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Intens hot 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Unpleas hot 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
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**Graph**:

- **Intens**: The left side of the graph represents the intensity of 'warm' sensations versus 'hot' sensations. The bars indicate the count of ratings for each intensity level.
- **Unpleas**: The right side of the graph represents the unpleasing intensity of 'warm' sensations versus 'hot' sensations.

**Legend**:

- Not Locked In
- Locked In

**Timeline**: 40 Ratings for PainReg-120-1 on 2010-Mar-30-11:28:52
40 Ratings for PainReg-122-1 on 2010-Mar-30-13:20:24

- Intens: Count of ratings ranging from 0 to 10.
- Unpleas: Count of ratings ranging from 0 to 10.

Categories: warm, hot, Intens, Unpleas, Not Locked In, Locked In.
40 Ratings for PainReg-123-1 on 2010-Mar-12-13:20:20
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40 Ratings for PainReg-136-1 on 2010-Feb-22-12:57:55

- Intens:
  - warm: Counts are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
  - hot: Counts are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

- Unpleas:
  - warm: Counts are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
  - hot: Counts are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

- Not Locked In vs Locked In:
  - Graph indicates different distributions for the two states.
40 Ratings for PainReg−138−1 on 2010−Apr−05−12:33:36
40 Ratings for PainReg-141-1 on 2010-Apr-06-10:42:02
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Graph showing ratings for Intens and Unpleas for warm and hot sensations.
40 Ratings for PainReg−143−1 on 2010−Apr−06−12:39:58
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8 Ratings for PainReg6run−110−4 on 2010−Feb−02−11:34:12

- Intensities:
  - Hot
  - Warm

- Unpleasabilities:
  - Hot
  - Warm

- Not Locked In
- Locked In